Expedition Edelweiss
A serious game to test one‘s skills in Leadership,
Conflict and Risk Management within a
highly challenging environment

As part of a mountaineer company, your job as a guide is to lead either tours or rescuing missions on the
Matterhorn. The conditions on the mountain are always challenging. Three routes varying in length and
difficulty lead to and from the famous Swiss mountain. What route will you choose according to the everchanging weather conditions? How many people can you safely guide at once? Do you have the right equipment to master all weather and terrain conditions? Are you aware of the bottlenecks some passages hold,
letting only a small number of hikers pass at the same time? Can you make it back in time?
Whether you operate in collaboration with other mountaineer or face harsh competition, to successfully complete the expedition at hand, all your skills will be put to the test. And you must prove them on the
mountain as well as in everyday business life.

Learning

Methodology

Application

With the game-workshop participants
experience and reflect upon all aspects
of a demanding business challenge: New
situations, high aims, time pressure,
limited resources, competition, external
influences.
Participants must show their capability
to set clear objectives, think analytically,
act in line with the overall goal, improvise and innovate, engage themselves,
take responsibility, communicate appropriate, lead and collaborate.
In the debriefing session, several specific aspects can be selected to reflect
upon. Such as entrepreneurial thinking
and actions, leadership principles and
skills, inter-divisional collaboration,
team building and performing, communication behavior and skills, conflict
handling, risk management.

Our serious games make it possible to
structure everyday performance challenges in a scenario where participants
show their own natural (business) self.
Their decision-making and behavior can
be measured and rated against a counter-factual benchmark; and discussed
in a constructive manner. Moreover, our
serious games provide the participants
the opportunity to observe and reflect
upon their own behavior in a safe and fun
environment, increasing the likelihood of
a positive mindset and the willingness to
change and improve.

Workshops with 8 people up to any number of participants

gamesolution.ch

Requires 3 to 4 hours per session
Languages: English, German, French,
Chinese, and others upon request
Development of customized scenarios
to reflect the specific business requirements and operational issues on request
Often used in Learning, Assessment and
Development centers, as well as in team
events
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